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ABSTRACT 

Some analytic models for the calculation of groups and 
point-to-point losses in overflow circuit sy/itched com
munication networks are presented. These algorithms 
can be used with any routing plan and hierarchical or 
symmetrical networks. Stage- by- stage or conditional s~ 
lection route control is adopted. Overflow and carried 
t:raffics are characterized by mean and variance. The 
calculation of the offered traffics takes approximately i~ 
to account the groups dependence. The results obtained 
are compared with simulation results. The most accu
rate models involve a 200;0 relative error on losses, 
hence they are sufficient for most network designs and 

performance investigations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Usually circuit switched communication networks with 
alternate routing are dimensioned by assigning a limit 
value tO ,loss probability on last choice trunk groups. 
This method supplies no information on the point-ta-point 
losses indicating the grade of service offered to the user. 
To obtain the point-to-point losses, the state equations 
method cannot be used for computational reasons, then, 
simulations are generally adopted, but they require long 
processing times for reliable results. Consequently, the 
analytic calculation methods are worthwhile, even if they 

supply less accurate results. 

In 1967, Katz [1] proposed an analytic method for calcu
lating the point-to-point losses of networks with stag~ -
by-stage route control. By using similar criteria, in this 
paper some analytic models are proposed for conditional, 
besides stage-by-stage, route control. The models are 
worthwhile for any routing plan and then for hierachical 

and symmetrical networks. 

The models take into account the two following factors: 
groups do not carry, generally, Poisson traffic 

_ occupancy states of a group depend on the occupancy 
states of the previous and subsequent groups in the 

routes. 

1. 1 INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS 

Let us assume: 

NN 
Np 
NR 
N f (f = I, NF ) 
Ar (r = I, NR ) 
M 

number of nodes 
num ber of groups 
number of point-to-point relations (0) 
capacity of group f 
traffic offered to relation r 
routing matrix 

A label (number) is associated with each group of the 

network and the routing plan is des cribed by a routing 
matrix, where each row represents a route depicted by 
the labels of the interested groups. A certain number of 
routes (consecutive rows of the matrix) is assigned to 

( 0) A relation is defined by two nodes, the origination and destination ones 
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each relation and they are in sequence, because of the 
overflow routing considered. In the sequel, 1 indicates 
the index of the first route of relation rand ir the last one. 

The models supply the following parameters characterizing 
the network performances, under steady- state conditions: 

Tf (f= I, NF ) traffic offered to group f 
Bf (f= I, NF ) loss probability of group f 

- C r (r = I, NR ) loss probability of relation r 
B mean loss probability of the network. 

1. 2 MODELS ASSUMPTIONS 

The following assumptions are employed: 
- any call attempt that is unable to find an idle path to its 

destination is cleared from the system and does not 
return (lost calls cleared) 

- no congestion is encountered at the switching nodes 
- the set-u.p time required for call completion in the net-

work is negligible compared to the holding time of a 
completed call 

- in the routing matrix the trunk groups can be used in 
both dir e ctions 

- point-to-point traffic originates according to a Poisson 
process (0) 

overflow and carried traffics are at most characteriz
ed by the mean and variance of the probability distribu 
tion governing the number of simultaneous calls -

- the stage- by- stage or conditional selection route con
trol is adopted 

- the occupancy distributions of the groups throughout 
the network are statistically independent of each other. 

If a stage- by-stage route control is adopted, the set-up of 
a connection requires the progressive seizing of the free 
groups belonging to a certain route. In case of a conges
tioned group, the call overflows en the next route, only if 
it us es, up to 'that 'point, the already seized groups; oth
erwise the call is lost. If a conditional selection route ' 
control is considered, the call finding any group of a route 
congestioned, always overflows on the next route. The 
calls are lost only on the last route of a relation. 

The assumption of groups independence establishes that 
the occupancy state of a network group does not depend on 
the occupancy states of the other groups. This hypothesis 
is an approximation, as the calls seizing some groups 
yield a correlation for the occupancy states of said groups. 
The determination of the traffic offered to a group how
ever takes into account the losses on the groups preced
ing or followin~ the considered one, in the various routes. 

According to these criteria, two philosophies are adopted 
for calculating the traffic offered to the groups. The first 
philosophy establishes that the traffic offered to a trunk 

group is the traffic carried by the route and the traffic 
lost because of the group congestion [1]. The second one 
considers only the traffic carried by the groups of the 

( 0) This case always holds, if the point-to'point offered uaffics are characterized by 

the first two moments (Appendix A) 
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route excepted the group under examination. The latter 
recalls the Segal 1s [2 l. If, for example, the route consists 
of groups 1 and 2 in tandem, the traffic offered to group 
1 is: 

T l = A· (B1 + El Bz ) according to the first philosophy 
T1 = A· E z according to the second phila.sophy 
where A is the traffic offered to the route, Ei = 1 - Bi the 
traffic carrying probability of group i (0). In general, ~ 
represents the loss on a set of groups or routes. The 
previous expressions can be summarized in the relation 

T1 = A" (Ez + {3 BI B z ) 
with {3 = 1 according to the first philosophy and {3 
cording to the second one. 

1. 3 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 

(1.1) 

o ac-

An iterative algorithm with the following steps is used : 
a) initialization of the traffics T:O) offered to the groups 
b) calculation of the mean losses, carried and overflow 

traffics of the groups (APPl7ndix A) 
cl calculation of the traffic T:1

) offered to .froup f , as a 
sum of the different traffic streams T~f involving it 
in all relations, as a function of the parameters cal
culated in the previous iteration i - 1 : 

T(i) = 1; T(i) (1.2) 
f r rf 

d) calculation of the relative errors: 

(i) 
i1f 

T
(i) ,..,(i-l) 
f - ~f 

T(i) 
f 

(1. 3) 

e) comparison of the errors i1~) with an assigned valued 
E ; if the result is : 

(1.4) 

we go on to step f); otherwise we go back to step b) 
for the next iteration 

f) calculation of the point-to-point losses C r and the 
mean network loss B : 

(1.5) 
A 

where A is the global traffic offered to the network : 

(1.6) 

2. CONDITIONAL SELECTION ROUTE CONTROL 

By using the assumption of the groups independence and 
indicating with Dj the loss probability of route j and with 
Fj the set of groups constituting the route j, we obtain: 

Dj =l- n Bf 
f E Fj 

The following expression, generally, does not hold: 

ir 
C r = n D· 

j -I J 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

In fact, (2.2) holds only when each group is used at most 
once in each relation: in such a case probabilities Dj are 
independent. The loss probabilities are dependent when 
the same group is used in many routes of the same rela
tion. This difficulty is overcome by extracting from the 

routes of each relation all groups appearing more than 
once (multiple groups) and by calculating the loss probabili
ties related to each one of the occupancy situations of the 
multiple groups. 

( ° ) In this paper, notation x means} - x 
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2.1 POINT-TO-POINT LOSS COMPUTATION 

Let us indicate with: 

ml' m2' •••...•• m the multiple groups related to re
lation r 
the loss probability of relation r 
under the occupancy situation de
scribed by c5mi : c5mj = 1, 0 whether 
the group m iscong~stioned or riot 

Hence, we obtain: 

C r = Bml" Bmz· ••• B mM · Er(O,O, ••• O)+ 

Bm . B'm .••• Bm Er (0, 0, ••• 1) + 
1 Z M 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• + (2.3) 

B m1 · B mz·••• BmM • Er (1,1, ••• 1) 

Mter the extraction of the multiple groups, the loss pro
babilities of routes Dj are independent, then (2. 1) and 
(2.2) hold: 

ir 
, ••• c5m ) = n DJ' (c5m ,c5m , ••• c5m M j-1 1 Z M 

(2.4) 

where: 

Di (c5m ,c5m , ••• c5m ) = 1 - n Bit 
1 z M kEFi 

(2.5) 

, _/Bk ~ k#mi (i = 1, M) 
Bk ..,." 0 ~ k=mi and c5m. = 0 (noncongestioned multiple group) 

1 if k=mi and c5m~ = 1 (congestioned multiple group) 
1 

By introducing the notation : 
j 

C(i,j) = n Dk (c5m ,c5m , ••• ,c5
mM 

) (j;;' i) (2.6) 
k- 1 } Z 

and C(i,j) = 1 if j < i, we get: 

(2. 7) 

By way of example, we consider the relation A-C of the 
network illustrated in Fig. 4.1, whose routing matrix is 
shown in Tab. 2. 1. 

2 8 7 
2 9 10 7 Tab. 2.1 
2 9 12 11 7 

The multiple groups are 2, 7, 9; then: 

C AC = BzB7B9'EAC (0,0,0) + Ez · E7 · B9 ,EAC 
+ Bz B7 ~ . E AC (0, 1, 0) + Ez B7 B9 ' E AC 

+ Bz ~ 139 ' E AC (1 , 0, 0) + B z B7 B9 ' E AC 

+ B2 ~ B9 'EAC (1, 1 , 0) + B z ~ B9 ' E AC 

E AC (0,0,0) 

E AC (0,0,1) 

E AC (0,1,0) 

BS' BlO " (1 - Bll . 1312 ) 

Bs 

EAC (0,1,1) 

E AC (1,1,0) 

EAC(1, 0, 0) 

EAC(l, 1, 1) 

(0,0,1) + 

(0, 1, 1) + 
(1,0,1) + 

(1, 1, 1) 

2.2 COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN TRAFFIC OFFERED 
TO A GROUP 

Similarly to the calculation of the point-to-point losses, 
the calculation of the traffic offered to a group involves 

the extraction of the multiple groups. For sake of unifor
mity, let us consider as element of the multiple groups 
set the group under examination. Then we have Ml mul
tiple groups and: 

Trf = Bm}' B mz .•••. B mM, 

B m1 ' B mZ . •••. B mM, 

Hrf(O,O, ••• O)+ 

Hrf(O, 0, ••• 1) + 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• + 

B ml ' B mz .•••. BmM, . Hrf (1,1 , ••• 1) 

(2.8) 

where Hrf ( c5m1 ' c5mz ' ••• c5m ' ) is the traffic offered to 
group f in relation r under~he occupancy situation de -
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scribed by eS
mi 

• Generally, group f is present more than 
once in the portion of the routing matrix concerning rela
tion r and we assume kl ,.kj ,.kn to be the indices of the 

routes where group f is present. Indicating with: 
Qk. (f): the congestion probability of route k j . caused by all 

J the groups of the route, excepted group f 
eSf the state of group f: eSf = 0 if the group is free, 

eSf = 1 if the group is congestioned 
we get: (2.9) 

Hrf (eS
ml 

' eS
m2 

,'" eS
mM

, ) = A r · C(1, kl - 1). [Ok
l 

(f) + 

+ {3 eSf Q
k 

(f) + Q k (f). C6f + li eSf )' C(kl + 1, k2 - 1). [Ok (f) + 
1 1 2 

+ {3 eSf Qk (f) + Q k (f). (Bf + li eSf)' C(k2+ 1, k3 - 1)+ ••••••• + 
2 2 

+ Qk
n
-
l 

(f). (~f + ~ eSf)' C(kn_l + 1, k n - 1). [Ok
n 

(f)+ fJ eSf Q kn (fB ~. ·]· ·· 1 

where;3 is defined in (1.1) and C(i,j) in (2.6) 

By way of example, we consider the relation A-C of the 
network illustrated in Fig. 4. 1, whos e routing matrix is 
shown in Tab. 2. 1. The traffic offered to group 9 is: 

TAC9 = A AC' {E2 B, E9• H AC9 ((), 0, 0) -+' 132 137 B9' H AC9 (0, 0, 1) 

+ 132 ~ E 9·HAC9 (0, 1,0) + E2 B7 ~.HAC9 (0, 1, 1) 

+ B2 E7 E 9'HAC9 (1, 0, 0)+ B2 137 B9'HAC9 (1, 0,1) 

+ Bz B, ~. HAC9 (1, 1, 0) + B2 B7 ~'H AC9 (1, 1, I)} 

H AC9 (0,0,0) = Ba [EIO + B lO Bn B12 ] 

H AC9 (0,0,1) = Ba [1310 +/3 BIO + i3 BIO [Bp 1312 + 

+ {3 (1 - Bn 1312 )]] 

H AC9 (0, 1, 0) = H AC9 (1, 0, 0) = H AC9 (1, 1, 0) = 0 

H AC9 (0, 1, 1) = H AC9 (1, 0, 1) = H AC9 (1, 1, 1) = {3 

2. 3 MODELS EXAMINED 

Four models have been examined, differing each other 
for the coefficient {3 in (2.9) and for the calculation pro

cedure of the variances of the traffics offered to the 

groups. 

MODEL Cl 

The traffic offered to the groups is Poisson distributed 
and the model is fully defined by (2.8) and (2.9). This 
involves an underestimation of the groups losses, then 
only the model having {3 = 1 has been considered, as it 
implies an overestimation of the offered traffics. 

As far as models C 2 , C 3 , C 4 are concerned, the variance 
of the offered traffics is examined. Also in these cases, 
the multiple groups are extracted; the variance of the 

traffic offered to group f in relation r is: 

Vrf = B Bm2 • •• Bm ,. Y rf (0, 0, ••• , 0) + ml M 

+ Bml Bm2 • •• BmM, • Yrf (0,0, ••• , 1) + (2.10) 

+ · ............. + 

+ Bml Bm2 • •• Bm
M

, • Yrf (1, 1, ••• , 1) 

Indicating with kl ' ••• k . , ••• k n the indices of the routes 
where group f is preseAt and Xk. (f) the variance of the 
traffic offered to group f in rou?e kj' we get: 

n 
Y f( eSm ,eSm " •• , eSm ' ) = .~ X k. (f) (2.11) 

r 1 2 M J=1 J 

The calculation of X k. (f) requires the estimation of the 
variance of the traffib offered to route kj' Under each 
occupancy situation of the multiple groups (including the 

considered group f) we know the loss probability C(1, k j -1) 
of the routes preceding route kj and we associate said loss 
to an equivalent group which is offered a Poisson traffic 

A r • Using the first Erlang formula we obtain the number 
Nk. of circuits of the equivalent group; the mean Wk· and 
th~ variance Uk· of the traffic offered to route k j arJe 

evaluated by th~ Equivalent Random Method (Appendix A). 

ITea 

The variance of the traffic offered to a group is obtained 
by applying the c.orrection (1. 1) to the variance of the 
traffic offered to the route (0). 

MODEL C2 

We use {3= 1 for both mean and variaD;ce of traffic offered 

to a group. Considering the congestion state of group f' 
we get: 

eSf = 0 : X k. (f) Uk. ' Ok. (f) (2.12) 
J J J 

X k. (f) =(Ukl if 
eSf (2.13) 

J 0 if 1-

MODEL C 3 

We use {3 =-0 for mean and variance of the offered traffic. 
We have : 

(2.14) 

MODEL C4 

Expressions (2.8) and (2.9) with {3 = 1 are used for the 
mean computation, while the variance takes into account 
the congestion state of group f as in model C z: [7] 

eSf = 0: X k. (f) = (1- Dk- ) [Uk- + D k.• W~. ] - Wk-' Dk. ·~. (2.15) 
J J J J J J J J 

if j 
(2.16) 

if j 1-

Expression (2.15) gives the variance of the traffic carri

ed by a M~. circuits group which is offered a traffic with 
mean Wk knd variance Uk' The Mk. circuits group is 
equiva1e~t to the route kj' Jhaving a ross probability D k . • 

J 

3. STAGE-BY-STAGE ROUTE CONTROL 

If the stage-by-stage, instead of the conditional selection route 

control, is used, the sequential order of the groups in 
each route becomes essential. In this case, in fact, the 
route congestion is ascribed to only one group, i. e. the 
group, among the congestioned ones, pres enting the low
er column index in the routing matrix. Therefore, if in 
route i the first i - 1 groups are free and the group i is 
congestioned, we mean that route i is congestioned be

cause of group i, independently from the state of the 
groups following the group i. The overflow from route i, 
congestioned because of group i, to route i + 1 is pos sib1e 
only when the two routes make use of the same groups 
from the first to the i -1th one inclusive; in the negative, 
the route i congestion is a loss situation. 

While in the conditional selection, the multiple groups 
take importance independently from their position in the 
routing matrix, the stage- by- stage route control involves 
only the state of the multiple groups allowing the over
flow from a route to the next one. These groups divide 
the routing matrix into areas, called in the sequel fields, 
consisting of a set of routes (or a part of them) where 
calls overflow from one route to the other, because the 
first group of each route, in that field, is congestioned. 
The overflow is always allowed in case of congestion of 

the first group in each route, hence the set of routes 
concerning a relation always constitutes a field. The 
multiple groups· not allowing the overflow do not create 

any problem for the calculation of the offered traffic and 
the point-to-point losses. 

For example, Table 2.1 shows three fields: the global 
field involving the whole table, the field generated by 
group 2 (Tab. 3. 1) and the field generated by group 9 
(Tab. 3.2). 

( 0) Applying (1 .1) directly to Wk. and considering all the streams offered to the 
J 

group, we obtain for the mean traffic the same value given by (2.9) 
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8 7 
9 10 
9 12 

Tab.3.l fi07l 
~ 

3.1 POINT-TO-POINT LOSS COMPUTATION 

Tab.3.2 

The calculation of the point-to-point loss involves the cal 
culation of the losses of certain fields. 

Let us consider the generic field shown in Tab. 3. 3 and 
assume that it does not contain other fields, 

a s+1 t' as+1 t+l a s+1 j , ••• , a s+l m 

................................ 
, ••. , a ij , ••• , aim 

................................ 
ant ' a nt+l , ••• , anj , ••• , a nm 

where: 

5 = index of the first route of the field 
n = index of the last route of the field 

Tab.3.3 

= position in route s of the first group belonging to the 
field 

m = maximum topological length of a route belongin,g to 

the field 
ajj = group j of route i (aij = 0 if route i does not present 

a group in the pIa ce j). 

The overflow on route i takes place when all groups akt 
(k = 5, i - 1) are in congestion; hence the field loss is: 

n j-I m _ n 
C = 1: IT B ak' Ba ' • (1 - IT Ba ' ') + n Ba ' t ( 3. 1) 

j-s k=s t It j=t+I IJ j "'s I 
where 

j-I 
Bal'J' = 0 if aj' = 0, IT Bakt= 1 if i = s. 

J k = s 

The calculation of the point-to-point 105 s begins from the 
loss calculation of the inner fields (not holding other 
fields) and pro cedes from the inner to the outer fields by 
substituting each field with a fictitious- group presenting 
the field loss. This substitution involves the elimination 
of all the field elements, excepted element a st substitut
ed by the fictitious group. The final field 1055 gives the 
point-to-point loss. 

Let us consider, by sake of clearness, relation whose 
routes are shown in Tab. 2. 1. First of all the loss of the 
field shown in Tab. 3.2, where a is the corresponding 
fictiticus group, is calculated: 

Ba = 1310 B7 + BIO 1312 (1 - Ell 137 ) + BlO B12 

By eliminating the considered field, Tab. 2. 1 becomes: 

I"2"87l 
~ 

Tab. 3.4 

The field of Tab. 3.4 is substituted by a fictitiou'8' group 

Il whose loss is: 

Bp Bs B7 + Bs B9 Ba + Ba B9 

hence Tab. 2.1 becomes Tab. 3. 5: 

Tab. 3.5 

The related loss consitutes the point-to-point loss : 

C AC = B z Bp + B z 
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3.2 COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN TRAFFIC OFFERED 
TO A GROUP 

When group f is a multiple allowing the overflow, using 
the reduction procedure ofthe previous section for the fields 
generated by group fand for all thepossiblypresentfields, 
a routing matrix, where group f does not allow the over
flow, is obtained. Then the most general case for Trf ca..! 
culation (traffic offered to group f by relation r) refers to 
group f, as a multiple not allowing the overflow. 

Indicating with Irf the set of the route indices where 
group f appears in relation r and with T j (f) the traffic of
fered to group f in route i, we get: 

T f = 1: T . (£) 
r j € Irf I 

(3.2) 

Assuming thltt the routing matrix does not present loops, 
the traffic streams T j (f) are independent, hence the cal
culation of each stream takes place as if group f appears 
only in the considered position. 

Among all the fields containing group f in route i, let us 
consider the inner one and assume that group f is in the 
position (i, j) of said field (f= ajj; Tab. 3. 3). Assuming 
Gj (f) as the probability to reach group f in route i and 
Gs (a st ) as the probability to reach group ast in route s, 
we have: 

j-I _ j-l_ 
Gj(f) = Gs(ast)·n Ba • Ba . • IT Ba,/ (3.3) 

k=s kt It /=t+l I 
_ j-l _ j-l _ 

where Ba, ' IT B a./ = if j = t, IT Ba./ = 1 if j = t + 1 and 
j-l It /=t+I I /=t+I I 
IT B = 1 if i = s. 

k=s akt 
Probability Gs (a st ) is obtained by applying (3.3) to the 
inner field holding ast ; proceding recursively, probability 
G j (f) is expressed in function of G l (all) = 1. The stream 
T j (f) is given by: 

(3.4) 

where F j (f) is a correction coefficient of the traffic offer
ed to group f depending on the considered model and tak
ing into account the groups downwards in the routing 
matrix. The F j (f) calculation can involve the reduction 
of the possible downward fields; anyway it is necessary 
to consider only one route containing group f. Referring 
to Tab. 3. 3, the loss Dj (f) of downward groups is f = ajj 

m 
Dj (f) = 1 - IT Ba . 

/=j+I 1/ 

if j = m. Hence: 
m 

where n Ba 
/=j+I j/ 

F j (f) = Dj (f) + /3. Bf ' Dj (£) 

where /3 meaning is presented in (1. 1). 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

By way of example, the traffic offered to group 11 of Tab. 
2. 1 is given by: 

T ACll = T 3 (11) = A AC· G2 (10)· B lO• 1312 • F 3 (11) 

G 2 (10) = G l (8) B S-B9 • G 1 (8) = G
1 

(2).13z ' G 1 (2) 

F3 (11) = 137 + /3·B ll• B7 

3.3 MODELS EXAMINED 

Let us consider six models differentiating owing to the 
calculation of the coefficient F j (f) in (3.4), to the calcula
tion of the variances of the traffics offered to the groups 
and to the criteria of subdividing the losses of the traffic 

streams on a group. 

MODEL PI 

The traffic offered to the groups is Poisson distributed 
andthemodelisfullydefinedby(3.2) ~ (3~ 6) with /3 = 1. 

The other models take into account the variances of 
the offered traffics. In the variance as in the mean 
calculation, the influence of the groups upwards and 
downwards the group under examination is distin-
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guished. It must be noted that (3. 3) describes for the up

ward groups ~ path in the routing matrix (allowing to cal
culate the traffic stream offered to group f, from the 
point-to-point offered traffic). This path depends on the 
congestion state of the constituting groups: the loss state 
(Ba) of generic group a of the path reveals the overflow 
and the nonloss state (B a) reveals the traffic carrying. 
The variance is obtained by following on the routing ma
trix the same path defined by (3. 3) and by calculating the 
variancp of the overflow traffic stream in group a when 
term Ba is fo~nd or the variance of the carried traffic 
stream when Ba is found. The influence of the downward 
groups is considered by using, as for the mean calcula
tion, factor F j (f) defined by (3.6). 

In the sequel, the following symbols are referred to (Fig.3.l): . 

(Tf ; Vf) 

~ 
{Tj {f);Vj (f)) 

Fig. 3.1 

(T
f

; V
f

), (T
f

; V
f

), ('T
f

; Vf ) : means and variances of the 

global offered, overflow and carried traffics of 

group [ 

(Tj{f); Vj{f)), (Tj(f); Vj{f)), ('Tj{f); Vj{f)): means and variances 
of the stream of offered, overflow and carried 
traffics of group [ in route; of a relation. 

The calculation of (Tf ; Vf) and ('Tf ; Vf) as a function of 
(Tf ; Vf) and of group [capacity is shown in Appendix A. 

MODEL P 2 

It does not take into account, for the calculation of the 
mean and variance of the traffic offered to group [, the 
influence of the downward groups: F j (f) = 1. The variances 
of the overflow and carried traffic streams are obtained 
by equalizing thepeakedness{variance-to-mean ratio) of the 
streams to the peakedness of the global traffics: 

V. (f) 
I 

- Vf 
T. (f) • -:::-

I T
f 

(3.7) 

Vj(f) 
- Vf (3.8) T j (f). -:-

Tf 

MODEL P 3 

It considers, for the calculation of the mean and variance 

of the traffic offered to group /' the influence of the dow~ 
ward groups according to formula (3.6) with {j = 1. The 

stream variances are obtained by (3. 7) and (3.8). 

MODEL P 4 

It makes use of the same expressions of model P 3 with 

13 = o. 

MODEL Ps 

The calculation of the offered traffic, differently from 
the previous models, refers to the stream losses, and 
not to the mean losses of the groups (Appendix B). Then, 
in this model, the mean group losses of (3.3) have to be 
replaced by the stream losses. Expression (3: 6) (influence 
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of the downward groups),· on the contrary, refers to the 

mean group losses with 13 = 1. The variances of the over
flow and carried traffic streams are calculated by impos
ing a proportionality between the peakednes s of the carri
ed and overflow streams and the peakedness oflhe offered 
traffic stream; the proportionality factor is obtained by 
equalizing the sum of the variances of the carried and 
overflow streams to the respective global variance. Hence . 

,.., Vj (f) 
T . {f)· --

I T
j 

(f) 

Vf ·--------------
_ Vk(f) 

~k Tk{f) • -
Tk{f) 

(3. 10) 

The sums concern all the traffic streams offered to group 
[in all relations. 

MODEL P 6 

It utilizes the same expressions of model Ps with 13 O. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

To evaluate the accuracy of the presented models, the 
losses of the network shown in Fig. 4.1 have been calcu
lated. 

","-+---~----""'::::.y'\ E Fig. 4. 1 

A 11 

The routing matrix has been assigned by using the com
mon routing criteria of the hierarchical networks .and as
suming three hierarchical levels. The network has been 

dimensioned by imposing about 2% point-to-point losses 
in correspondence of the design traffic offered to t'he net
work (149 erlangs). The routing matrix and the group ca
pacities refer both to stage- by-stage and conditional se
lection route control. 

The losses calculated by the models have been compar
ed with those obtained through a simulation whose results 
are given with 95'0 confidence intervals. 

The tables 4. 1 + 4. 6 show the results. In particular. 
Tab. 4.1, 4.4 present the me~n network loss as a function 
of the global offered traffic and the other tables show the 
mean relative errors of group and point-to-point losses. 
referred to simulation. 

A 134.1 -14i.55 149.0 163.9 178 . 8 223.5 298.0 

B 0.0034 0.0095 0.019 0.047 0.088 0. 214 0.368 

(Ilmul. ) t . 0004 t.0008 t . 001 t.002 ±.002 ±. 002 t.003 

Cl 0.0016 0.0048 0.012 0. 045 0.094 0. 259 0.481 

C2 0.0111 0.0242 0. 042 0.087 0. 140 0.288 0.491 

C3 0.0034 0.0091 0.020 0.056 0. 102 0. 231 0.363 

C4 0. 0068 0.0163 0.031 0.063 0. 115 0.254 0.467 

Tab. 4. 1 - Conditional selection route control. Mean net
work loss 
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A 134.1 141. 55 149.0 163.9 178.8 223.5 298.0 

Cl - 0.304 -0.274 -0.193 - 0.065 - 0.032 -0.042 -0.044 

C2 1.159 0.797 0.637 0.393 0.216 0.017 -0.030 

C3 -0.041 -0.043 0.020 0.066 0.029 -0.075 -0.166 

C4 0.518 0.385 0.297 0.132 0.035 ...- O. 097 -0.079 

Tab. 4.2 - Conditional selection route control. Mean re
lative error of group 10s s 

A 134.1 141. 55 149.0 163.9 178.8 223.5 298.0 

Cl -0.594 -0.528 - 0.351 -0.028 0.108 0.250 0.367 

C2 2.600 1.765 1.467 0.997 0.693 0. 399 0.400 

C3 -0.067 - 0.061 0.086 0.227 0.195 0.096 - 0.006 

C4 1.238 0.906 0.804 0.483 0.392 0.230 0.330 

Tab. 4.3 - Conditional selection route control. Mean re
lative error of point-to-point loss 

A 134.1 141. 55 149.0 163.9 178.8 223.5 298.0 

B 0.0035 0.0093 0.019 0. 047 0. 088 0. 212 0.366 

(simul.) i.0004 i.0009 i.001 i.002 i.002 ±.002 i . 003 

PI 0.0016 0.0048 0.012 0.043 0.087 0.226 0.403 

P2 0.0025 0.0073 0.017 0.053 0.102 0.259 0.449 

P3 0.0025 0.0072 0.016 0.047 0.088 0. 217 0.399 

P4 0.0025 0. 0072 0.016 0.046 0.086 0 . 20'1 0.368 

P5 0.0041 0.0104 0.021 0.050 0.087 0 . 202 0.385 

P6 0.0041 0.0103 0.020 0.050 0.085 0.196 0.363 

Tab. 4. 4 - Stage- by- stage route control. Mean network 
loss 

A 134.1 141. 55 149.0 163.9 178.8 223.5 298.0 

PI -0.305 -0.267 -0.181 -0.052 - 0.027 -0.015 -0.028 

P2 - 0.f94 -0.141 -0.079 0.026 0.021 0.063 0.036 

P3 -0.183 - 0.139 -0.094 -0.025 -0.055 -0.060 -0.035 

P
4 - 0.183 -0.140 -0.095 -0.031 -0.064 -0.079 -0.074 

P
5 0.095 0.045 0.058 0.022 - 0.064 - 0.102 -0.054 

P
6 0.092 0.041 0.053 0.014 -0.072 -0.119 -0.087 

Tab. 4. 5 - $tage- by ... stage route control. Mean relative 
error' of group loss 

A 134.1 141.55 149.0 163.9 178.8 223.5 298.0 

PI - 0.596 -0.519 - 0.346 -0.063 0. 007 0.086 0.102 

P2 - 0.349 -0.245 -0.090 0.124 0.129 0.213 0.211 

P
3 -0.330 -0.240 - 0.119 0.029 - 0_006 0.028 0.087 

P
4 

- 0.330 -0.242 -0.123 0.019 -0.024 -0.010 0.015 

P5 0.177 0.089 0.112 0.080 - 0. 036 -0.071 0.040 

P6 0.173 0.082 0.102 0.065 -0.052 -0.098 -0.009 

Tab. 4.6 - Stage- by- stage route control. Mean relative 
error of point-to-point loss 

The results show that model C 3 is the most accurate, on 

the whole range of loss values, for the conditional selec
tion route control. The group, point-to-point and network 
losses present about 200/0 relative errors referring to si
mulation. 

Models Ps and P 6 are the most accurate and almost equi

valent, for the stage- by- stage route control. Point-to
point and network losses give 20% relative errors and 
group losses 10% errors. 

In calculating the group offered traffic, philosophy ex
pressed by (1. 1) with {3 = 0 seems to be the most suitable 
for both types of route control. Furthermore, as the first 
philosophy generally overestimates losses and the second 
one underestimates them, better results could be achiev
ed by an empiric {3 determination {O ~ (3 .;;;; 1). 

As far as processing times are concerned, we point out 
that the times of the analytic m ethods calculation are 1/20 
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shorter than the times required by the simulation for the 
conditional route control and about 1/100 for the stage- by
stage route control. 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OF THE MEAN GROUP LOSS 

Given mean and variance (T f' Vf ) of the global traffic of
fered to group f and knowing the capacity N f of the group, 
it is required the calculation of the mean loss B f , the 
overflow traffic (Tf, Vf) and the carried traffic ('Tf , Vf) 
of the group (Fig. 3. 1). 

If Vf > Tf , the Equivalent Random Method [31 is adopted, 
with the parameters Af and N;. 
If Vf < T f' the group loss is determined by an equivalent 
Poisson traffic A Q • Said traffic is obtained through the 
expression: 

(A. I) 

where constants k1 and k2 are established under the fol
lowing conditions: 

(A.2) 

Tt is an offered traffic implying on group f the loss: 

Tf - N f 
if Tf > N f 

(A. 3) 

o 

From (A. I), (A. 2), (A. 3), we obtain 

(A. 4) 

The loss of group f is calculated through the first Erlang 

formula: 

(A. 5) 

To maintain the value of the offered traffic T f, an equiva
lent group with capacity N; is determined, so as to obtain: 

(A. 6) 

rhis approximation (in considered cases) supplies results 
liIimilar to Bretschneider's [41 and involves shorter pro
cessing times. 
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The overflow traffic is calculated by: 

where A~= Tfis adopted, if Vf < Tf • 

The carried traffic is simply obtained as difference: 

APPENDIX B 

T f C Tf - Tf 

Vf Tf - Vf 

CALCULATION OF THE TRAFFIC STREAM LOSS 

Given a traffic stream (Tj(f), Vj (f)) offered to a group and kno~ 
ingthe global offelt-~ traffk (Tf' .Vf).and-the me.R-los&;Bf'..the 
stream loss Bj(f) = Tj(f)/Tj(f) has to be calculated (Fig. 3. 1). 

Katz [lJ proposed the following formula: 

Vj (f) V 
() ( _f)J B j f = B{[ 1 + k ---

T
j 

(f) T
f 

(B. 1) 

where k is an empiric constant determined by simulation 
results. 

The proposed method makes use of formula (B. 1) and es
tablishes constant k trough an analytic procedure [5J. In 
the case of a Poisson traffic stream (Tj (f) = Vj (f)) the loss 
B j (f) is equal to the group time- congestion B~ ; hence: 

V
f 

B} = Br(1 + k (1 - - )] 
Tf 

(B.2) 

Calculating k according to (B.2), we obtain from (B. 1): 

V. (f) - T . (f) T
f 

Bj(f) = B~ + I 1. ___ '(B
f 

_ B~) (B.3) 

Tj (f) V
f 

- T
f 

The group time-congestion B~ is obtained through Brock
meyer expression (6) : 

ON +1 (N;) 
B f = EN +N. (A f)' f • 

f f ON (Nf ) 
f 

according to the notations of Appendix A. Functions 
oN (N·) are Nyquist functions (3) • 
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(B.4) 
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